A proprioception based regulation model to estimate the trunk muscle forces.
Evaluation of loads acting on the spine requires the knowledge of the muscular forces acting on it, but muscles redundancy necessitates developing a muscle forces attribution strategy. Optimisation, EMG, or hybrid models allow evaluating muscle force patterns, yielding a unique muscular arrangement or/and requiring EMG data collection. This paper presents a regulation model of the trunk muscles based on a proprioception hypothesis, which searches to avoid the spinal joint overloading. The model is also compared to other existing models for evaluation. Compared to an optimisation model, the proposed alternative muscle pattern yielded a significant spine postero-anterior shear decrease. Compared to a model based on combination of optimisation criteria, present model better fits muscle activation observed using EMG (38% improvement). Such results suggest that the proposed model, based on regulation of all spinal components, may be more relevant from a physiologic point of view.